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ABSTRACT 
We discuss the general GAOR type (GGAOR) iterative method, of which special 
cases are the AOR, the GAOR, and the MSOR iterative methods, to solve the linear 
system Ax = h where A = 1 - L - U with L and U being general matrices. The 
GGAOR iteration matrix is expressed by L,, = (I - RL-‘[(I - a) + (fl - R)L 
+ a~] where R and fl are diagonal matrices, and the MSOR iteration matrix 
L I = (I - a>-‘(I - n + flu). s ome 
sG:tral radii p(L,,,) and p( L,,.) 
basic results on the upper bounds of the 
are given when A is strictly or irreducibly 
diagonally dominant by rows. Based upon these results, we obtain new results on the 
convergence regions of the GGAOR and the MSOR iterative methods when A is an 
H-matrix or A has property A, and recover and improve previous ones. 0 Elseuier 
Science Inc.. 1997 
1. INTRODUCTION 
Consider the linear system 
Ax=b with A = Z - L - U, 
where A E C”,” and x, b E C”, with b known and x unknown, without 
requiring that L and U are triangular matrices. The general GAOR type 
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(GGAOR) iterative method for A, defined as in [7], is given by 
*(i+ 1) = (I - EL)-‘[(I - iI) + (n - R)L + mqd” 
+( z - EL)-‘Rb, i = 0,1,2 ,..., (I.11 
where Z? and CI are real diagonal matrices, with det R z 0, while the 
GGAOR iteration matrix, denoted by L,,, is expressed as 
L Rn = (I - z-IL)_‘[(I - .n) + (a - R)L + nu]. (1.2) 
As has been pointed out in [7], the AOR and the GAOR iterative methods 
given by A. Hadjidimos [l, 21, the generalized iterative method given by Hu 
Jia-gan [3, 41, and the MSOR iterative method [15] are all special cases of the 
GGAOR iterative method. 
If A has property A (see [15]), th en, without loss of generality, we may 
assume that 
A=[$ y] with L = [s g] and U= [g z], (1.3) 
where I, and I, are identity matrices of orders k, (I < ki < n) and 
k, = n - k,, respectively, and that 
R=fl= 
WZl 
[ 1 wtzz ’ (1.4) 
where w, w’ E R. Then, referring to [7], L,, becomes the MSOR iteration 
matrix, denoted by L,,,,,,,, that is, 
L low = (I - szL)_'(I - sz + ml). (1.5) 
In [7] we discussed the convergence of the GGAOR iterative method 
when A is an H-matrix. In this paper we continue discussion on the same 
subject when A is strictly or irreducibly diagonally dominant by rows (writing 
A E SDD or A E IDD) or when A is an H-matrix. First we establish some 
basic results on upper bounds for p(L,,) and p( L,,,). Based upon these 
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results, we further give the convergence regions of the GGAOR and the 
MSOR iterative methods, recovering and improving the corresponding previ- 
ous results [2-S, 7, 11-141. 
Throughout this paper, let A E C”, ” with A = Z - L - U, L = (Zij), 
and U = (uij) (without requiring L and U to be triangular matrices for the 
GGAOR iterative method except for the MSOR iterative method), R = 
diag(r,, r2,. . . , r,), and fi = diag(wi, 02,. . . , co,,) with det R z 0, ri, wi E 
R Vi. In the sequel we need the following notation: 
N, = {W,...,k,}, N, = {k, + 1, k, + 2,. . . , rr}, 1 < k, < n, 
N=N,uN,, 
zi = Clzijl> 1 = maxi,, 
.i 
t 
ui = CI”ijl> u = maxui; 
j I 
i 
-(l - Zi - ui)/(2Zi) for Zj > 0, 
(Yi = --oo for Zj = 0, 
p, = (1 + I, - ui)/(2Zi) 
’ i 
for Zi > 0, 
+a for Zi = 0, 
P(R) = mty 
11 - rilZi + ui 
1 - IrilZ, ’ 
2 
F(R) = 
2(1 - lrjlZj) 
1+ (o(R) = “:” 1 + (I1 - ril - lril)Zj + ui ’ 
[w = 
i 
R : 11 - rilz, + ui 
1 - [rilEi 
=‘P(R)Vi ) I 
TR = [(I - R)L + U](Z - RL-‘, 
[T,l = (II - RI ILI + Wl>( z - IRLI)yl, 
[L,,,] = (Z - IQLI)y’(lz - al + Icwl). 
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For A = I - i - t? we use an analogous notation: 6, k( Ci, U, Gi, pi, (PC R), 
F(R), k?, i;H, [?fll, [&,,,,I, and L,,. 
We also use the following symbols. For A = (aij> define IAl = (/ai,]>, 
/lAll = maxiCj(ajj(, and p(A) to be the spectral radius of A. For A = (aij) 
and B = (bij) define A > B if aij > hij Vi, j. For the diagonal matrices 
Qi = diag(qi”, 9r’, . . . , 9Li)>, i = 1,2, define Q1 > Qz if 9:” > qy’ Vi E N. 
In the sequel the following theorems are usefIll. 
THEOREM 1.1. Let M = (mij) and N = (n,) E C”,“, and let M satisfy 
Imfil > C I”ijl Vi E N. 
j#i 
Then we have [4] 
=: MAX,,. 
Moreover, if IM 1 + IN I is irreducible then [8] 
,o(M-‘N) < MAX,, 
provided that not all Cjlnijl/(lmi,l - Cj, rlm,ll) Vi are equal to MAX,,. 
THEOHEM 1.2 [6, 91. Let A E C”,” he irreducible. Then there exists 
some nonsingular diugonal matn’r Q such that A = (a’,j) = Q-IAQ satisfies 
~IZijl = p(lA() Vi EN. 
TIIEOREM 1.3 [6, 91. Let A E C”,“. Then for given any E > 0 there 
exists som.e nonsingular diagonal matrix Q .such that A = QP’AQ satisfies 
llkll < ,o(IAI) + E. 
THEOREM 1.4 [4]. Let T E C”,’ satisfy p(lTI) < 1. Then f;w the matrin- 
T,, = 1 - R + RT we have 
p(T,) d p(lZ - iI1 + flITI) < 1 
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provided that R satisfies 
2 
O<R< 
1 + p(WI) Z. 
2. UPPER BOUNDS ON p(L,,) 
In order to establish sufficient convergence conditions (convergence 
regions) for the GGAOR iterative method we first give in this section upper 
bounds on p( L,,,). 
THEOREM 2.1. Let A E Cl’.” with A = I - L - U. Then for given fi 
and R with IT-,\ < l/ii Vi E N, we have 
P(L,,) =G P(lZ - RI + ~fw,J) 
< my (11 - wi( + Iq\‘p( R)] =: Ma, (2.1) 
and moreover, if I L( + IU I is irreducible, then 
p( L,,) G p(lZ - fiI + Ifll[T,]) < MAX 
provided that R P [w. 
(2.2) 
Proof. Observe that 
L Nf1 =Z-(Z-RL)-‘cR(Z-L-U) 
- I - fi(Z - L - U)(Z - RL)-’ 
= Z - (1 + n[(Z - R)L + U](Z - RL)-’ 
=z-R+W,. (2.3) 
Since R satisfies Ir,l < l/Zj Vi E N, implying that 1) RLI( < 1 and (I - 
I RLI)-’ exists, we have 
IZ’,I < I(Z - R)L + Ul(Z - IRLI)-’ 
< (IZ - RI IL1 + IUl)(Z - IRLI)-’ = [T,]. (24 
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On the other hand, from Theorem 1.1 we have that for lrij < l/Zi Vi E N 
P([T,]) = P(< z - IR@(lZ - RI IL1 + WI)) 
I1 - ri(zi + Ui 
< max 
I 1 - I?-$, 
= q(R). (2.5) 
From Theorem 1.3 we have that for the nonnegative matrix [Z’s] there exists 
some diagonal matrix 0 with positive diagonal elements such that 
= p(( z - lRLI)-‘( II - RI 1-u + IUI)) + E 
< q(R) + E (2.6) 
by (2.5), where E > 0 is arbitrarily small. Then from (2.3)-(2.6) we have that 
p( La,) = p( z - R + W,) < p(lZ - nl + 1% IT,I) 
G p(lZ - LRI + InIp,]) = &-‘(I1 - fil + Iap,l)Q) 
= p(lZ - 1RI + IQIQ-‘[T,]Q) <III1 - RI + I~lQ-‘&]Q~~ 
< my (I1 - wi( + JqJcp(R)} + O(E) = MAX + O(E), (2.7) 
where O(E) + 0 when 6 + 0. Letting E + 0, we have (2.1). 
To prove (2.2>, observe that (IZ - RI + IRIILI + IUI is irreducible as well 
as IL1 + IU(. If Z? E If%, then not all (I1 - rilli + u,)/(l - Ir,lZ,) Vi are equal 
to q(R). So from Theorem 1.1 we have 
P(( z - IRLl)-l(II - RI IL + WI)) < ‘P(R). 
Thus from (2.7) we easily obtain (2.2), and the theorem is proved. n 
Clearly, from Theorem 2.1 we recover our previous result [81 for the 
upper bounds on P(L,,) for the AOR and the GAOR type iterative methods, 
and (2.1) is better than the corresponding result of [141. 
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3. CONVERGENCE OF THE GGAOR METHOD 
Before using the results given in Section 2 to establish the convergence 
conditions for the GGAOR iterative method, we would like to point out that, 
by Theorem 3.1 below, it is necessary to assume that I - IL1 - JUI E SDD 
or IDD. 
THEOREM 3.1. Let A E C”,“. 
6) 
Then 1 
(ii) 
CR41 
IDD. 
Suppose that MAX < 1 holo!sf orsome (R, Cn) with Ir,l < l/ii Vi E N. 
- IL( - (UI E SDD. 
Suppose that IL1 + IuI is irreducible and MAX < 1 holds for sorm 
satisfying R E [w, with (ril < l/11,1 Vi E N. Then Z - 1~1 - IUI E 
Proof. First, MAX < 1 implies that 
(3.1) 
11 - r,lZ, + ui 
1 - Iri(Zi < ’ 
Vi E N. 
In fact, MAX < 1 implies that wi > 0 Vi E N and 
II - wil + Iql’p( R) = 1 - wi{ 1 - cp( R)) < 1 for wi < 1, (3.2) 
11 - wJ + lql’~(R) = q{l + ‘P(R)} - 1 < 1 for wi > 1. (3.3) 
In either case we have p(R) < 1. Then 
(1 - rjlZ, + ui < 1 - lrilZi Vi E N, 
since lril < l/ii Vi E N, and thus we have 
Zi + ui 6 (I1 - r{J + lril)Zi + ui < 1 Vi E N, 
that is, I - I LI - JUI E SDD, proving (9. 
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Secondly we easily prove that MAX < 1 implies rp(R) < 1 or (11 - rilZi + 
ui)/(l - Jrjllj> < 1 Vi E N, while the strict inequality holds for at least one 
i, since R $ Iw. Then we have that Zi + ui < 1 Vi E N with strict inequality 
for at least one i. Thus I - IL1 - \U\ E IDD. W 
THEOREM 3.2. Let A E C”,’ with I - (L( - IUI E SDD. Then we have 
that 
(i) the GGAOR iterative mthod (1.1) for A is convergent, and moreover 
p(L,,) G ~(11 - fir + a&]) < 1 for (R,O) E S(A), 
where 
2 
(R,fl):cri<ri<PiViEN,O<O< 
1 + P([T,I) ’ ’ I 
(ii) p(L,,) < p(JZ - RI + fl[T,]) < MAX < 1 for CR, fi> E S,(A), 
where S,(A) is a subset of S(A), 
2(1 + 'j'j) 2(1 - rjZj) 
r,cO I + lj + uj ’ o:;tL 1 + (1 - 2Tj)Zi + u,j ’ 
Proof. From the assumption of 1 - IL) - IU1 E SDD it is easy to verify 
that for R satisfying cyi < yi < Pi Vi E N we have that 
1 + zi - Ui 
lr,lZ,< 2 
(1 + rill, - ui 
1 - lrilzi 
< 1, 
<l Vi E N, 
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implying 
Then from (2.5) we have that for R satisfying cxi < ri < Pi Vi E N 
p([T,]) = p(( Z - lRLl)-‘(II - RI IL1 + WI)) 
d q(R) < 1. 
Thus from Theorem 1.4 together with (2.1) and (3.4) it follows that 
p(L,,) =G P(lZ - RI + fi[qJ) < 1 
for 
2 
O-CR< 
1 + PWRI) z, 
(3.5b) 
proving (iI. 
Observe that (3.4) implies that 
2 2 
1 + p([T,]) a 1 + q(R) = F(R)* 
(3.6) 
Then S(A) LI S,(A) holds and, by (2.1) and (3.41, we have (ii). n 
REMARK. Under the condition I - IL1 - IUI E SDD it is easy to verify 
that the following simpler sets are subsets of S,(A): 
(3.4) 
(3.5a) 
(R,fl):O<ri< 
1 +ly+qviEN; 
2 
O<R< 
1 + maxi(li + u,) 
z . 
I 
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THEOREM 3.3. Let A E C”,” with Z - IL1 - IU 1 E IDD satisfying li < 
1 Vi E N. Then we have that 
(i) the GGAOR iterative method (1.1) for A is convergent, and mreover 
p(L,,) < p(lZ - aI+ fi[T,]) < 1 for (R,R) ES(A), 
where 
2 
(yi < ri < & Vi E N, with R E Iw, 0 < fl < 
1 + p([T,])’ = S(A)’ I 
(ii) 
p(L,,) < p(lZ - al + a&]) < MAX < I for (R, a) E $l’, 
p(L,,) Q ,o(lZ - fil + fi[T,]) < MAX < 1 for (R, Kl) E $‘-‘, 
S,(A) +(A) c$A), 
where 
&( A) = 5;” U gy’ 3 S,( A), 
c!” = {(R, a) : i a <ri<p,ViENwithReIW,O<fl<F(R)Z}, 
%i2)= {(R,n): i a <r,</3,ViENwithRE[W,O<fl<F(R)Z}. 
Here S(A) and S,(A) are defined as in Theorem 3.2. 
Proof. From the assumption Z - 1 LJ - IUJ E IDD with li < 1 Vi E N, 
it is easy to verif>l that for q Q r, < pi Vi E N we have that 
1 + zi - Ui 
IriP, < 2 < 1 Vi E N 
~, = I1 - riPi + ui 
t 
1 - IrilZi 
< p(R) < 1 Vi E N. 
(3.7) 
(3.8) 
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Moreover it is easy to see that for R E Iw 
(p(R) < 1 iff (Y~ < t-i < pi vi. (3.9) 
In fact, if q(R) < 1 then (11 - rilli + ui)/(l - \rllli) < I, implying ai < ri 
< pi tli E N. Conversely, we have that for cxi < r, < 0 
A .  =  (l - ‘i>‘i + ui 21, 
1 1 + rjli 
=l-- 1 + r,l, bi - (yi> < ' with li > 0, 
t I 
(3.10) 
for 1 < ri < pi 
A, = (f-t - l>k + ui 21i 
1 1 - rili 
Cl--.---- 1 _ r,l, ( Pi - 'i) < ' with li > 0, 
I I 
(3.11) 
for 0 < ri < 1 
Ai = 
1, + ui - r,li 
1 - rili 
=Gl with li > 0 (3.12) 
and for (Y~ < ri < pi 
Ai = ui < 1 with Li = 0. (3.13) 
From the assumption that R E Iw and I - IL1 - JUl E IDD we have q(R) 
< 1; otherwise p(R) = 1, and then, by (3.10)~(3.131, the equality of either 
(3.12) or (3.13) necessarily holds for all i. In either case we have that 
Zi + ui = 1 Vi E N, contradicting Zi + ui < 1 for at least one i. Then we 
have that (Y~ < ri < pi Vi implies c+$R) < 1 and so (3.9) holds. Therefore, 
noticing that (IZ - RI + 1 Rl>lLI + IUI 1s irreducible as well as I - ( LI - IU 1, 
from Theorem 1.1 together with (3.7)-(3.9) it follows that 
@a]) = P(( I - lRLI)-‘(11 - RI IL1 + !Ul)) 
< v(R)<1 if cxi < 1; < pi Vi with R E [w, (3.14) 
G q(R) < 1 if cyj < ri < pi Vi with R E [w. (3.15) 
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Combining (3.14) and (3.15) with Theorem 1.4, we have that (3.5) holds. 
Clearly ?(A) 1 S(A), and (i) is proved. Moreover, from (2.11, (2.21, (3.14), 
and (3.15) it_follows that the two inequalities of (ii) hold. From (3.61, (3.141, 
and (3.15), S,(A) c ,?(A). Observe that ?,(A) 3 S,(A) trivially holds, and 
then (ii) is proved. n 
REMARKS. 
(i) It is easy to verify that the following simpler sets are subsets of 
s,( A): 
2 
OCR,< 
1 + maxi(Z, + ui) 
Z c 5;” c s,( A), 
(R,1R):O<r, < . l+zy+,,, ViENwithRE[W, 
I I 
2 
OCR< 
1 + max,( li + 11,) 
Z c $“’ c s,( A). 
(ii) For Theorem 3.3 we can also further prove that if [w # 9, then all 
diagonal elements of all R E [w take either only a unique value, in which 
case, iw only contains a single scalar matrix R = rZ, or two values r* and r*, 
respectively, satisfying r .+ , < 1 and r* > 1, in which case [w contains at most 
2 ” diagonal matrices. 
(iii) When R = rZ and CR = wZ, Theorems 3.2 and 3.3 together with 
remarks (i) and (ii) recover the main results on the convergence regions of 
the AOR and the GAOR iterative methods given in [8]. 
(iv) With reference to Theorem 3.3, for the case when Zi = 1 holds for 
some i, in which case czi = 0 and Pi = 1, the results of Theorem 3.3 are still 
valid provided that (Y, <_‘I < Pi and 0 < ri < 2/(1 + 1, + IL,) in the defini- 
tions of !?(A), $“, and S$” are all replaced by 0 < ri < 1 when 1, = 1. 
Observing that S(A) C ?(A), we give a synthesis of the results of 
Theorems 3.2 and 3.3 in the following theorem. 
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THEOREM 3.4. Let A E C”,” with Z - IL1 - IUI E SDD or IDD. Then 
the GGAOR iterative method (1.1) for A is convergent, and moreover 
P( L,,) < P(lZ - fil + fl[T,]) < 1 for (R, a> E S(A), 
where S(A) is clef’ zned as in Theorem 3.2, and has the folloukg simpler set as 
its .subset : 
(R,fi):o<r,< ,+p+,, 
2 
‘diEN,O<R< 
1 + max,(Zi + 7~~) 
Z 
I 1 
ora,<ri<pi,O<wi<lViEN . 
I 
Proof It follows from Theorems 3.2 and 3.3 together with the above 
remark (iv). n 
THEOHEM 3.5. Let A E C”,“, A = Z - L - U, with P = P(lLI + IUl) 
< 1. Then: 
6) If ILI + IUI i.s irreducible with U # 0, 
P(L,,,) G P(lZ - fiI + fi[T,l) < 1 for (R, a) E g,{(A), 
uhere 
y,,(A) = 1-P l+P (R,fi): -2p < ri < 2p fi)r Zi > 0, 
2 
--3c, < ri < +m&forli = 0,O < R < 
1 + PWRI) z . I 
(ii) If p > 0, 
P(L,,,) G P(lZ - RI + WHI) < 1 ji)r (R,fi) E s,,(A), 
where 
i 
1-P 
S,,(A) = (R,R): -2p <r, < 
It-P 
2p .k li ’ O, 
2 
--M < yi < fmfor1, = 0,O < Cl < 
1 + Pmil) 
1 c ?,,(A). 
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(iii) If P = 0, 
P( L,,) = P(lZ - al) < I 
for 0 < 0 < 21 and R any real diagonal matrix. 
Proof. First consider (i), where P > 0, since JL( + IUl is irreducible. 
From Theorem I.2 we have that for the irreducible matrix 1~51 + IUI there 
exist_ some nonsingular diagonal -matrix 0 such that A_= Q-‘AQ = I - L 
- U, where _L = Q-ILQ and V = Q-‘UQ, satisfies li + iii = p < 1 Vi. 
Clearly Z - 1 LI - IUI E IDD. From Theorem 3.3 we have that 
P(i,,) < P((Z - R( + I2[fa]) < 1 for (R,R) E f?(k) 
where 
Cq < ri < 6, Vi E N, with R E h,O < R < 
while we have that 
Gui = - 
l-t,-& I-P 1-P 
2c = 
_--_-<_- 
26 2P 
vl:, > 0, 
fii = 
1+&& l+P 
26 
>- 
2P 
vc > 0, 
hi = --cc), pi = +m, vii = 0. 
Observing that 
La, = Q-‘LmQ N b-m) P(G,) = P(Lm), 
[fn] = IQI-l[~,llQl - NJ, P( [ T,]) = PmIl)~ 
we have that 
p(L,,) G p(ll - RI + fm,l) < 1 for (R,fl) ES(A) 
_ _ 
Clearly S( A) 2 S, ( A), and (i) is proved. 
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Next let A = 1 - L - U be reducible. Consider the irreducible matrix 
A” = 1 - L” - U” where L” and U” satisfy L” -+ L and U” + U when 
E --, 0, and IL”1 = IL1 + gee’/2 and ]U”( = ]U] + gee’/2 where e = 
(Ll,. . . , 1)’ and E > 0 is suffkiently small. Then from Theorem 3.3 we have 
that the GGAOR iterative method for A” is convergent for (R, a> E S( A"). 
By continuity we easily prove (ii) and (iii). n 
REMARK. The above results of Theorem 3.5 are better than those of [7]. 
4. CONVERGENCE OF THE MSOR METHOD 
As has been pointed out in the Introduction, the MSOR iterative method 
for a matrix with property A is a special case of the GGAOR iterative method. 
Hence convergence results for the MSOR in question can be readily derived 
as direct consequences of those in Sections 2 and 3. However, if one applies 
Theorem 1.1, instead of Theorem 2.1, to the matrix Z’n, instead of to L,,, 
the results obtained are even better. 
THEOREM 4.1. Let A E C”,“, A = I - L - U, defined us in (1.3). Then 
6 max I1 - WI+ Iolu, 
i 
I1 - 0’1 
1 _ lo’]l =: MAxs 
1 
(4.1) 
provided that 
IO’1 < l/Z. 
Moreover, if A is irreducible, then 
provided that ( w’\ < l/l, and any one of the following inequalities holds: 
ui <u f orsome i < k,, (4.3) 
lj < 1 for some j > k,, (4.4 
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(4.5) 
P~cx$. It follows from Theorem 1.1. n 
REMARK. The result (4.1) is the same as that of Theorem 3.1 of [13], 
while (4.2) is new. 
For (4.1) the convergence region of the MSOR iterative method was 
given in Theorem 2.2 of [13] w h en A E SDD. Now from (4.2) we obtain the 
following new result for A E IDD. 
THEOREM 4.2. Let A E C”,“, A = I - L - U, defined as in (1.31, with 
E IDD. Then the MSOR iterative method for A is convergent. Moreover, 
f or 
P( L,,,) G P(L4 2 MAxs 2 1, 
(w, w’) E %,,(A), 
where 
?,,(A) = 
2 
(w,w’):O<w<- 
1 tu’ 
0 < w’ < &ifO<l<l,O<o’<lifZ=l 
r 2 2 - - l+u’l+Z if ui = u < 1 Vi E N, and l,i = 1 < 1 Vj E N, , 
s,,c A) = 
i(-&):o<““l} if ui=l 
lj=l< 
Vi E N, and 
1 Vj E N,, 
((&,~‘):0<~~<1) $ ui=u<lViEN, and 
1, = 1 Vj E N, , 
\0 otherwise. 
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PToaf. It is easy to see that for (4.1) MAXS < 1 iff 
I1 - WI + I& < 1, 
I1 - W’I + IW’IZ < 1 with lw’l < l/Z; 
or, equivalently, 
2 
O<w<- 
1+u; 
2 
0 < w’ < - 
1+z 
when O<kl, 
0 < 6J’ < 1 when I= 1. 
Also it is easy to verify that both 
(1) MAXS = 1 with 1w’J < l/E and 
(2) none of the inequalities of (4.3)-(4.5) is satisfied 
are equivalent to the following: 
I1 - WI + 10IUi = 1 Vi E N,, 
and 
11 - W’I = (1 - Iw’IZ1 b’j E N,. 
This is equivalent to ( w, w’) E &,(A). Thus the theorem is proved. W 
Note that one can obtain a synthesis of the results of Theorem 2.2 of [13] 
and Theorem 4.2 above as follows. 
THEOREM 4.3. Let A E C”,“, A = I - L - U, be defined us in (1.3) 
with A E SDD or A E IDD. Then the MSOR iterative method for A is 
convergent, and 
P( Ld) G P&Lw4 < 1 for (w, w’) E S,s( A). 
u,here 
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THEOREM 4.4. Let A E C”,“, A = Z - L - U, defined as in (1.3), be 
an H-matrix with p = p(I L + U I). Then the MSOR iterative method for A is 
convergent, and 
P(L,W,) Q P(L,~l) 
I1 - 0’1 
I1 - WI + cup, x 
1 
< 1 (4.6a) 
for (w, w’> E Sh( A), where 
(w,o’):O<o,w’<- 
Moreover, if A is irreducible then 
i 
I1 - 0’1 
2 max I1 - WI + up, ~ 
1 - o’p 1 
21 
(4.6b) 
(4.7a) 
fir (0, w’> E !?,< A), where 
2 
(o,o’):O<o,w’<- 
l+P 
Proof. From Theorem 1.2, without loss of generality, assume that A = 
(Gij) = Q-lAQ where Q = diag(ql, 92,. . . , 9n> > 0 such that _EjlZijl = 
p(IAI)=l+p. Then we have that iii=u=p ViEN1, and Zj=Z=p 
Qj E N,, and hence 
L,,, = Q-‘LWwlQ N L,,!, P( r:,WT) = P( L,,,) 7 
[ i,,c] = Q-‘[L,,,]Q _ [&,,,I, P([ em/]) = P([L,,+ 
From Theorem 4.2 with (4.1) we immediately obtain (4.7) for (0, 0’) E 
g,(A). Following the proof of Theorem 3.5, we can obtain the result (4.6) for 
A reducible. n 
CONVERGENCE THEORY FOR ITERATIVE METHODS 
REMARK. Clearly the result (4.6) is better than the 
[ll-131. The result is new. 
19 
previous results of 
I am grateful to the referee for his valuable comments and to the 
Editor-in-Chief Professor Richard A. Brualdi for his kind help. 
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